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1. Introduction
Languages have their own rhythms. They are used to divide languages into types on the 
basis of their cues: stress-timed, sylable-timed or mora-timed. Languages, such as 
English and German are stress-timed while French, Italian and Spanish are sylable-
timed, and Japanese and Korean are mora-timed. Stresses, sylables or moras of these 
languages are supposed to form isochrony. They, however, do not exactly produce equal 
rhythmic beats. If we measure the duration of units between two stresses, or that of one 
sylable or mora in miliseconds, what we would find may not be exactly the same. The 
rhythms that are created by these prosodic features are perceptual ones.
　Stress-timed languages receive stresses on some part of their words which consist of 
sequences of sylables. Sylable-timed or mora-timed languages hold a high pitch on a 
part of words which consist of sequences of sylables or moras. Stresses are not used to 
distinguish the meaning of words. For example, even if we say “etiquette” while putting 
a stress on the first sylable in a way, / /, or on the third sylable in a way, / /, in 
English, they refer to the same meaning. Moras are also not used to distinguish the 
meaning of words. For instance, even if we say “kasa”(umbrela) while holding a high 
pitch on the first mora, / /, or on the second mora, / /, in Japanese, they refer to 
the same meaning. An exception of this is tone languages, such as Chinese, and Bencnon 
which is spoken in Ethiopia. Diferent locations of pitches on words create a diferent 
meaning. Of course, some mora-timed languages, for example Japanese, has a pair of 
words that show a contrast of meaning by holding a high pitch on diferent locations. The 
Japanese word, “aki”, with a high pitch on the first mora means autumn and the one on 
the second mora means empty. Some stress languages, for example English, have words, 
such as “insult”, / /, and “insult”, / /, that show a contrast of word class by 
putting stresses on diferent parts of words. 
　Stress-timed languages are mainly divided into two types: unbounded metric feet and 
bounded metric feet (Teschner & Whitley, 2004, 4).
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In unbounded languages, stress always fals on the same sylable of the word; 
thus French always stresses the right-most sylable, whereas Czech always 
stresses the left-most .. . English manifests both left- and right-headedness in its 
metrical patterning.
Stresses on a part of words, phrases, sentences or passages create rhythms. They are 
formed with a repetition of a foot, that is a combination of strong and weak sylables.
   Stress-timed languages are spoken with their stresses being prominent by holding 
high intensity, high pitch and long duration. Sylable-timed or mora-timed languages are 
spoken with their sylables or moras being prominent by holding high pitch, long 
duration and, occasionaly with high intensity. These features are marked with “ ´ ” or 
“ ⼟  ” for stress-timed languages and sylable-timed languages, and “ ” for mora-timed 
languages in textbooks of phonology. 
   Perceptual features with terms, such as strength, height, or length are also used to 
describe stresses. They are used for a definition of stresses in phonological studies. On 
the other hand, acoustical features with terms, such as pitch, duration and intensity are 
used for a definition of stresses in phonetic studies. Phonological and phonetic studies 
have covered diferent facets of language phenomena. Researchers in recent times, 
however, have come to think that they are studies of the same fields.
  English is a language of stress-accents and Japanese is that of pitch-accents. With an 
exact and a grand scale of measurements by researchers of phonetic studies, however, it 
is becoming clear that what is important for perception of these features are length or 
pitch, and not intensity for Japanese and even for English. Vowel qualities are also 
counted as variants because they change according to whether they receive stress or not. 
As is described in Hayes (1995, 26), diferences between stress and ordinary features can 
be best accounted for if one abandons the assumption that stress is a feature. 
   English is a stress-timed language and it is thought that there is a preference for 
alternating stressed and unstressed sylables. When this tendency is disrupted in a 
phrase, that is, a rhythm rule is broken, stress is expected to shift to its next position.
   While observing examples of stress clashes, however, a number of researchers have  
failed to find empirical evidences for the application of stress shifts, and as Grabe, E. et 
al. (1995, 99) points out, there is an interaction of stress shifts with other prosodic 
features, such as intonation and nucleus placement.
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Intonational analysis showed that (these) unshifted items were in a nuclear 
position; .. stress shift is heard if the stress shift word is in prenuclear position 
and the folowing trigger is nuclear. The phenomenon does not apply when the 
stress shift word is in a nuclear position.
　This study focuses on rhythm clashes and stress shifts in phrases and sentences. To 
examine these phenomena, not a single feature but four features are necessary as is 
described in Clark, et al., (2007, 331).
.. when a word is perceived as accented relative to surrounding words, in English, 
it is usualy pitch height or a change of pitch associated with a lexicaly stressed 
sylable in that particular word that is mainly responsible. .. Earlier studies 
claimed that pitch, and to a lesser degree loudness, length and vowel quality, were 
the major phonetic correlates of stress.
Analyses are conducted for intensity, pitch, duration and vowel quality of sylables on 
which stress shifts occur. 
2. Rhythm clashes and stress shifts 
2.1 Experiment 1
An experiment 1 is carried out in the Laboratory for Phonetic Experiments at Yamagata 
University. The purpose of the experiment is to measure four prosodic features in 
phrases whose stresses are supposed to move to the next position to avert rhythm clash.
2.1.2 Method
2.1.2.1 Participants
One female (FE) and one male speaker (ME) of American English participate in the 
experiment. They come from Oklahoma, U.S.A. as exchange students for a one year 
term. They are both 21 years old. They fil out a questionnaire (Appendix A) and sign an 
agreement (Appendix B). 
2.1.2.2 Materials
Three phrases that consist of two words are used. Their first word holds a primary stress 
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on its last sylable and their second word holds the one on its first sylable. They are 
“Chinese lesson”, “Tennessee whiskey” and “thirteen books”. The target words of these 
phrases are also read by itself. Each stimulus is put in a carrier phrase, I said 
“ 　　　　　 ”., and printed on a 21 cm × 30 cm sheet of paper.
2.1.2.3 Procedure
Each speaker is presented with test sheets and asked to clearly produce the test items 
ten times. He/she is instructed to pronounce each word as clearly as possible. This 
instruction is important for native English speakers because the reduction of vowels in 
speech is not uncommon. 
  Recordings are then made of 60 items (2 speakers × 3 items × 10 times per a speaker) 
and they are recorded in a sound treated room using a Sony unidirectional dynamic 
microphone (F-V640) and a marantz solid state recorder (PMD670). The microphone is 
positioned at a lip-to-mouth distance of approximately five centimeters. Recordings last 
approximately thirty minutes for each speaker. 
2.1.2.4 Analysis
Files recorded on digital media (San Disk Extreme IV compact Flash UDMA) are 
transferred into a personal computer (Panasonic CF-W7CWU1JC). Vowels at two 
positions in the first word of each phrase, / /, / /, /e/, / /, / /, / /, are selected for 
measurements. Intensity, duration, pitch and quality of these vowels are measured 
using Praat, a speech analyzing software. Intensity is measured in decibels (dB). Pitch is 
measured in hertz (Hz) while referring to values of formant zero, which are 
concentrations of acoustic energy and the most dominant frequencies combined to 
produce the distinctive pitch qualities. Duration is measured in miliseconds (msec). 
Quality is measured in hertz (Hz) while referring to values of formant 1 (F1), which is a 
reflection of the height of the tongue, and values of formant 2 (F2), which is a reflection 
of the location of the tongue that is the highest in production of a vowel. 
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2.1.3 Results
Values of intensity and pitch in six vowels are presented in Table 1 - 2. 
The intensity of the first sylable read by FE presents higher values than the second 
sylable in each target word. Main stresses are moved to the first sylable from the 
second one to avert rhythm clash. The pitch of the first sylable presents lower values 
than the second sylable in each target word. As for three words read by ME, only the 
one target word, “Chinese”, presents phenomenon in which a main stress is moved from 
the second to the first position of sylables. The pitch of the first sylable presents lower 
values than the second sylable in each target word. 
   The values of intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 are compared between two 
conditions. First, the target word is read in a phrase and then it is read by itself. While 
comparing values of these diferent conditions, how and in what degrees the rhythm 
clash is averted can be clarified. Table 3 - 5 present data of three target words read by 
FE and Table 6 - 8 present those by ME.
Table 1 Intensity and pitch of phrases read by FE
Thirteen (books)Tennessee (river)Chinese (lesson)
/ // / / //e// // /
687972737076intensity (dB)
161147166148162139pitch (Hz)
Table 2 Intensity and pitch of phrases read by ME 
Thirteen (books)Tennessee (river)Chinese (lesson)
/ // / / //e// // /
575368575258intensity (dB)
278256246243286250pitch (Hz)
Table 3 Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 of “Chinese (lesson)” read by FE 
ChineseChinese (lesson)
 / // // // /
49565258intensity (dB)
214244286250pitch (Hz)
1779813882duration (msec)
392921526988F1 (Hz)
127220328171755F2 (Hz)
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As the data of Table 3 shows, the intensity of the first sylable in the left column, that is 
the one read in a phrase, presents a slightly higher value than the one in the right 
column but the one of the second sylable also presents the same tendency. A similar 
tendency is observed for the values of pitch. This means these two features do not show 
stress shifts. On the contrary, the values of duration present a clear tendency. The 
second sylable in the left column presents a much lower value than the one in the right 
column. Values of F1 also present a clear tendency. The first sylable in the left column 
presents a higher value than the one in the right column. The second sylable in the 
right column presents a lower value than the one in the right column. This means that 
the vowel of the second sylable in the word read by itself is more hyper-articulated than 
the word used in a phrase. Values of F2 also present a clear tendency. The second 
sylable in the right column presents a higher value than the one in the left column. This 
means that the vowel of the second sylable in the word read by itself is more hyper-
articulated than the word used in a phrase. 
 
As data of Table 4 shows, the values of duration and that of F1 and F2 present a clear 
tendency. Values of duration of the first sylable in the left column present a slightly 
higher value than the one in the right column. The one of the second sylable in the left 
column presents a lower value than the one in the right column. This means that the 
word, “Tennessee”, is read while putting a longer duration on the second sylable when 
it is read by itself than when it is used in a phrase. To avert rhythm clash, not the 
intensity or the pitch but the duration is accommodated and the second sylable of the 
word is shortened when it is used in a phrase. The value of F1 of the second sylable in 
the right column is lower than the one in the left column. The value of F2 of the second 
sylable in the right column is higher than the one in the left column. This means the 
vowel of second sylable is hyper-articulated much more when it is read by itself than 
Table 4 Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 of “Tennessee (river)” read by FE 
TennesseeTennessee (river)
 / //e// //e/
54565857intensity (dB)
220237246243pitch (Hz)
2115712261duration (msec)
366888773792F1 (Hz)
326420971173976F2 (Hz)
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when it is used in a phrase. 
Table 5 also shows the tendency in which the vowel of the second sylable is longer and 
hyper-articulated when it is read by itself than when it is used in a phrase. 
Table 6 shows the data of the target words read by ME. They present a similar tendency 
observed for the data of FE with a slight diference. The vowel of the second sylable is 
longer when it is read by itself than when it is used in a phrase. The value of F1 in the 
second sylable of the right column is lower than the one of the left column. This means 
that this vowel is articulated with a tightened mouth much more when the word is read 
by itself than when it is used in a phrase. The value of F2 does not show any tendency.
Table 5 Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 of thirteen (books) read by FE 
thirteenthirteen (book)
 / // // // /
49595753ntensity (dB)
208224278256pitch (Hz)
159110140134duration (msec)
401483423763F1 (Hz)
1544198831132089F2 (Hz)
Table 6 Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 of Chinese (lesson) read by ME 
ChineseChinese (lesson)
 / // // // /
69757076intensity (dB)
104149162139pitch (Hz)
19597142100duration (msec)
284652366814F1 (Hz)
2688158627911689F2 (Hz)
Table 7 Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 of Tennessee (river) read by ME 
TennesseeTennessee (river)
 / //e// //e/
64737273intensity (dB)
100150166148pitch (Hz)
1936111067duration (msec)
314352351472F1 (Hz)
2707208525902226F2 (Hz)
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Table 7 shows a clear tendency in which the vowel of the second sylable is longer and 
hyper-articulated when it is read by itself than when it is used in a phrase.
Table 8 shows data of the target word “thirteen”, in which no special tendency is 
observed.
2.1.4 Discussion
Experiment 1 analyzes examples of rhythm clashes and stress shifts that occur in oraly 
read listed phrases. Three phrases read by FE and ME show that stress on the second 
sylable of target words moves to the first sylable when they are put in phrases. 
Comparisons of these values in two conditions, however, indicate that stress is moved to 
the first sylable even when the target words are oraly read by themselves. This means 
that speakers of this experiment tend to put a primary stress on the first sylable not on 
the second sylable under any conditions. 
　While measuring the values of duration and vowel quality, however, new phenomena 
are found out. Although the values of intensity and pitch do not present stress shifts, the 
other features, such as duration and quality of vowels, show stress shifts. The vowels on 
the first sylable are articulated with longer sylables than the second sylable and also 
vowels on the first sylable are more hyper-articulated than the second sylable when 
target words are put in phrases. However, samples analyzed in experiment 1 are not 
large enough to declare that duration and quality of vowels indicate change and 
intensity and pitch do not show any tendency. Further analyses are necessary to clarify 
the points observed in this experiment 1. 
2.2 Experiment 2 
English is a stress-timed language, and it is thought that there is a preference for 
Table 8 Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 of thirteen (books) read by ME 
thirteen thirteen (book)
 / // // // /
71756879intensity (dB)
127131161147pitch (Hz)
928117997duration (msec)
356418354447F1 (Hz)
2761180027811584F2 (Hz)
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alternating stressed and unstressed sylables. When this tendency is disrupted, stress is 
expected to shift to its next position. Stress shifts might easily occur when phrases are 
included in speech that is uttered rhythmicaly. To observe rhythm clashes and stress 
shifts in natural speaking settings, dialogs are also better to be recorded and analyzed.
   Experiment 2 is carried out in the Laboratory for Phonetic Experiments at Yamagata 
University. The purpose of the experiment is to measure four prosodic features in 
phrases spoken casualy whose stresses are supposed to move to the next position to 
avert rhythm clash.
2.2.1 Method
2.2.1.1 Participants
One female speaker of American English (FE) and one female Japanese learner of 
English (FJ) participate in the experiment. FE is an exchange student from Oklahoma, 
the U.S., for a one year term. She is twenty three years old. FJ comes from northern part 
of Japan. She is twenty years old. They fil in the questionnaire and sign the consent 
form. 
2.2.1.2 Materials
A dialog between intimate friends on a casual topic is used. Although it is not easy to 
colect spontaneous and natural dialogs in laboratory settings, near-natural dialog is 
able to be obtained while using a topic that works wel to produce a comfortable setting 
(Appendix C).
2.2.1.3 Procedure
The recordings are conducted in a sound-attenuated room using two unidirectional right 
and left stereo cardio microphones. Signals are recorded into two separate digital files on 
a recorder (marantz solid state recorder PMD 660). This makes it easier to transcribe 
each speaker’s utterances later. In addition, the timing of these two files is exact. This 
high amount of accuracy makes it easier to place speech overlaps later on in the analysis.
   Speakers are then presented with printed instructions. After they read it, they are 
asked to talk as they normaly do. Casual speech of about five minutes is recorded.
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2.2.1.4 Analysis
Files recorded on digital media (San Disk Extreme IV compact Flash UDMA) are 
transferred into a personal computer (Panasonic CF-W7CWU1JC). Vowels of two 
positions in a word in which a stress shift is expected to avert rhythm clash are selected 
for measurements. Intensity, pitch, duration and formant 1 and 2 of these vowels are 
measured using Praat.
2.2.2 Results
Utterances spoken by FE in which a stress shift occurs are analyzed. Words whose 
primary stress is shifted to the next position in a dialog in a natural setting are rare. 
One of them is the phrase, “English and Japanese dictionary”, which is used as an 
adverbial at the end of a clause embedded in a long sentence. A stress on the last sylable 
of the word, “Japanese”, is shifted to its left position to keep a rhythm rule. Phonetic 
features measured with Praat are presented in Figure 1:
Figure 1 Phonetic features of a word “Japanese” measured with Praat
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The utterance, English and Japanese dictionary, in a passage, If you look it up in 
English and Japanese dictionary and the like, ___ means destiny in English, not actualy 
like, uh, a name in English is destiny so -215- that`s cool that you have your, like, yeah, 
.. is selected and their length, intensity, pitch and quality of stressed vowels are 
measured. Here, the underline indicates hidden words due to privacy concerns and the 
two-hyphened figures means pauses in miliseconds. Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and 
F2 of vowels in three words are presented in Table 9.
The word “Japanese” is supposed to receive a primary stress on the last sylable. Its 
value of intensity on the first sylable is slightly higher than the one on the last sylable. 
Its value of pitch on the first sylable is also slightly higher than the one on the last 
sylable. Its value of duration on the first sylable is longer than the one on the last 
sylable. 
2.2.3 Discussion
Experiment 2 analyzes a dialog in a natural setting in which stress clash is averted. As 
is pointed out in Vogel, I. et al. (ibid., 111), a phonetic analysis of features that are also 
dealt with in phonological studies can provide an insight into them even if phonological 
analyses by themselves are inconclusive. As the result of experiment 2 shows, stress 
shifts do not occur frequently. The one example that is found in a five minutes natural 
dialog, however, presents a phenomenon in which not only intensity and pitch but also 
duration change when a stress shift occurs. 
  As is pointed out in Shattuck-Hufnagel, S. (ibid., 39), while it is interesting that many 
speakers do not have intuitions about this phenomenon (judging that there is a shift in 
utterance), clearly it occurs for some speakers and listeners.
Table 9 Intensity, pitch, duration, F1 and F2 in English and Japanese dictionary
dictionaryJapaneseEnglish
/ // / /i// // // /
667169707367intensity (dB)
200218217219280224pitch (Hz)
928177857792duration (msec)
1888428401844465423F1 (Hz)
312525172626228211812694F2 (Hz)
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3.Conclusion
To avert rhythm clash, stresses are shifted to the next position in some cases. However, 
there seem to be cases in which a rhythm rule is not applied even if the rhythm clashes. 
Speakers obey the rhythm rule in some cases and do not observe it in other cases. The 
reason why they do not folow the rule might be that priority is put on the focus of 
meaning rather than rhythms in their speaking. Furthermore, the priority might be put 
on the context rather than the rhythms. Analyses in more detail are necessary to find 
solutions to these questions.
  It is expected that what is found in this study can be applied to activities in language 
classes. Putting stress automaticaly on content words may lead learners to 
understanding proper ways of oral readings. There are, however, diferent degrees of 
intensity, pitch, duration and quality of vowels of lexical stresses. This delicate nuance of 
phonetic features in an oral reading might be a little dificult to teach. Besides, the 
stress shift does not always occur. The situation in which the stress shifts occurs 
inconsistently may make learners feel confused or frustrated. 
  With focusing on oral readings of passages in which rhythm clashes occur, learners are 
expected to be familiar with several stress shifts. In order to keep a natural rhythm, they 
need to change the original location of stress and shift it to their next positions. 
Furthermore, there are cases in which priorities are put on meaning or contexts rather 
than rhythm. These cases can not be described with stress rules, but just presenting 
several patterns with reasons would help learners to find cues for understanding 
stresses in oral readings. To learn how to oraly read passages while putting stress in a 
natural way, what is analyzed and presented in this study could be adequately applied.
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Appendix
A. Questionaire
B. Agreements
Name:
Age:
Height:
Current address:
Telephone:
E-mail
Country and state where you live:
Parent`s birth place:
　Father
　Mother
Do you mind your name being revealed in a research paper? YES - NO
Length of experiment: about thirty minutes
Payment: no formal payment, but you wil enjoy my (the experimenter`s) 
complimentary tea or cofee after the experiment.
I, 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　　　　Signature
hereby agree with everything done in the experiment (audio recording) 
and the payment terms.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　　　Date of signature
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C. An instruction used in recording a dialog
Dear speakers,
Thank you for your cooperation.
The experiment is conducted using a dialog style between you, two 
speakers. Talk freely on your own topic. It is preferable to include several 
names that both of you know very wel. When either of you stop talking, 
ofer a verbal cue to enable your partner to start talking again. There is 
no time limit. The examiner wil give you cues to start and stop.
Kaoru
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冨田かおる
　
言語はリズムの型により分類され、強勢間の長さ、音節やモーラの長さがその基礎となる
と言われている。強弱や高さの違いにより形作られるリズムの等時性については議論が分か
れるが、発話において等時性が観察されない場合でも、知覚においてそれが感知されるとい
う説明もある。等時性を保つため、強勢リズム言語では第一ストレスの位置が移動し、もと
もと第二ストレスが置かれていた位置に収まるという現象がある。これは、リズムの衝突を
避けるためのリズム規則と呼ばれている。
実際の発話では、リズムの衝突を避け、リズム規則が必ず適応されると言うわけではない。
発話リズムを観察するため、句リスト音読と自然な発話におけるストレス移動の詳細な音声
分析を行い、リズム規則が頻繁に適応できるわけではないことを提示する。また、ストレス
部分の音声特徴のうち、ストレスが置かれる音節の母音の強さと高さが測定に用いられてき
たが、これらに長さと母音特質を加えることで、ストレス移動が起きていないと思われる例
においても、長さと母音特質が変化し、リズムを保つために、より長く、また母音空間のよ
り周縁で発話が行われていることを例を用いて示した。
音読のリズム
